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Research for Incidence

- Generate knowledge from the public, "breaking exclusivity"

- Structural-situational approach, "Applied Research"

- Analyze impacts ... with strong "charge prospective"
Why we research?

- **Citizenship Sector**: Promote *reflection and public adoption* of proposals for decision making

- **Official Sector**: Encouraging *scientific thinking* to *guide decision making*
With whom we investigate?

- The investigations were developed out in an *inclusive dialogue* with institutions, actors and social movements.
The main impact is to the decision makers: State Powers, without neglecting the public and international cooperation.
1. Media:

- We adapt our research materials to their formats
- We are permanent source of information
Allies for research:

2. Civil Society:

- Research that provides technical socioeconimoc argument and state proposals (local-regional-national);

- Academy
Research-Incidence is characterized by high technical content, at the relevant time to be digested politically in the short and medium term.